How to register for the Marie-Skłodowska-Curie Actions Individual Fellowships Online Tutorial 2019

1) Register yourself for the Euresearch Services on our website. Go on ‘Subscribe’ and do the full registration.

2) Write an email to msca@euresearch.ch: Please state in this email where you are based now and where your future host institution is including the name of your future supervisor. Within approximately 2 working days we will give you access and inform you accordingly.

3) Once you have the access, log in to your account, go to the MSCA specific part of the Euresearch website and you will find the link to the online tutorial on the lower right of the page under ‘Related Links’.

If you encounter any problems, please contact msca@euresearch.ch

Reminder: This Online Tutorial is only for candidates with a future host institution in Switzerland or for Swiss based applicants and not for the general public.